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JORGDSE03T-JoURNALSM AND MASs COMMUNICATION (DSE2) 

PHOTOGRAPHICAL APPRECIATION 
Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 50 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
Candidates should answer in their own words 

and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

Answer any five questions from the following 2x5 10 

) The Aperture controls: 

(A) Theamount of light that reaches the sensor 
(B) The light sensitivity of the sensor 

C) The time light reaches the sensor 

(D) None of the above 

(D) TAR 
(i) What is a 'magic lantern'?

Magic lantern 1*? 
(A) A slide projector (B) An early enlarger (C) A flashbulb (D) None of these 

(ii) When was the first ever colour photograph taken? 

(A) 1861 
(iv) Photography' comes from the Greek words PHOTOS and GRAPHOS. What 

does it mean? 

(B) 1881 (C)1901 (D)1910 

FD1a T R A photos 9 graphos RT, NTR T 
(A) Light graphics (B) Light writing (C)Light drawing (D) None of these 

(v) Rules of third means: 

(A) Camera handling rule 

(C)Rules of lighting 
(vi) The full form of DSLR is: 

(B) Composition rule 
(D) None of these 

DSLR-9T dt 
(A) Digital Single Lens Reflex 
(C) Direct Small Lens Reflector

(B) Direct Sensor Lens Reflex 

(D) None of these 
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(vii) The Camera Obscura was first recorded in: 

TiN Obscura eetRAI RY: 

(A) 400 BCc (B) 1600 AD (C) 1800 AD (D) 800 AD 

(viii) POV means: 

POV-9 
(A) Point of View (B) Picture of vision 

(C)Photographs of visual (D) None of these 

10x4 40 Answer any four questions from the following: 

4+6 (a) What do you understand by Photo Journalism? Discuss on the relevance of Photo 
Journalism in news media. 

6) Describe the importance of Lighting in Photography. Differentiate between Hard 
Light and Soft Light, with examples. 

4+6 

(c) Define different types of camera 'lenses' used for photography. 10 

2+8 
(d) What is the significance of editing in photography? Discuss about various 

software used in photo editing. 

TCTb-IA 
(e) What do you mean by Ethics in digital emaging? A photographer should 

maintain ethicality, while photographing a subject. --Explain. 
4+6 

( Write short notes on any two of the following: 5x2-10 

(1) Three point ILighting /CRT R 
(i) Brightness and contrast in photography / dDiatTRF CHA a1RTAR 3 AUPG 
ii) Dark room/u F 

(iv) Digital photography./fGabt GNf¥I 

N.(B): Students have to complete submission of their Answer Scripts through E-mail / Whatsapp to their own respective colleges on the same day / date of examination within I hour after end of exam. University / College authorities will not be held responsible for wrong submission (at in proper address). 
copies of the same answer script. 

Students are strongly advised not to submit multiple 
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